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They are the rain on the party
And when it rains it pours
There is a downpour of this liberal
political news
Too bad none of us
have an umbrella.

It affects everyone under the sky and
No matter where you go
You see Howard and John and Johnny and
Little Dennis the Menace.

These low hanging cumuli hope to flood
the incumbancy with their acidic drops
and muddy waters
that come not from the heavens
but from somewhere transcendent of this world.

If it rains hard enough
and long enough
the dam will break, humanity
as we know it will be
destroyed.

The Grand Ol' Party will need an ark,
and pray to their Gods that Junior
has not spent four years
building the Titanic.

Yet Dubya is confident that when
the rainy season ceases in November, the
Rain will turn to ice.
Frozen
No more rain until thaw, when the cycle
Will begin yet again.